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An open conversation 
on M&A advisory fees
Divestopedia Inc. recently hosted a webinar titled An Open 
Conversation on M&A Advisory Fees, presented by Basil Peters, 
CEO of Strategic Exits Corp. An authority on the subject, Peters 
has been collecting data on M&A fees for over a decade, making 
it his personal mission to render the M&A industry more 
transparent for business owners.* 

The webinar was open to everyone including business owners 
and focused on what M&A advisors are currently charging to sell 
businesses in the $10 million to $500 million valuation range.

Below is a summary of the webinar’s highlights.

In the webinar, Peters pointed out that  
M&A advisors require no credentials and  
do not operate within a regulatory 
framework. As such, the level of experience 
and quality of service varies considerably. 
Some advisory firms are individuals with 
only a cell phone, business cards and  
a computer. Others are boutiques or 
business units of large organizations 
investing in people, databases and 
continually expanding their geographic 
reach and network of capital providers 
and corporate buyers. Because of this 
broad range of expertise, experience and 
resources, Peters suggests that a Bronze, 
Silver and Gold quality rating system be 
applied to M&A advisors.

Peters believes the quality of advisor directly affects a transaction 
as follows:

Bronze Silver Gold

Man Years  
Dedicated to the 
Transaction                 
(1 = 2,000 hrs)

Probability  
of Success

Price Received

Deal Terms

Low Intermediate Expert

0.2 to 0.4 1 +/- 0.5 1.5 to 2+

Lowest Medium Highest

-20% to -50% Average +20% to +50%

Worst Average Best

M&A Team  
Quality

AN EXPERIENCED, INVESTED  
TEAM INCREASES THE PROBABILITY  

OF CLOSING A SALE.“
*see more info at exits.com/blog/ma-adivisor-fees-selling-business/.

Bronze, Silver  and Gold–three levels 
of  M&A advisors



In addition, Peters believes the 
price that a seller will receive for his 
business can vary considerably. There 
is no hard data to confirm this due to 
the subjective nature of how M&A 
advisor quality would be measured, 
but conceptually the message is clear: 
a high quality advisor can achieve  
a price that easily justifies any  
M&A advisory fees.

• lower valuations 
compared to 
external sales

• potential need for 
external equity

• possible need for  
a vendor take-back

The most important criterion to 
consider in choosing an M&A advisor 
is the confidence you have in the 
advisor’s ability to actually sell the 
business. Based on Peters’ findings, 
the probability of a sale ranges from 
10% for a Bronze advisor up to >75% 
for a Gold advisor. An experienced, 
invested M&A advisory team 
increases the probability of closing  
a sale.
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Probability of closing and M&A advisors quality

Price received and M&A advisor fees

WHEN MAKING A FINAL 
DECISION, A BUSINESS OWNER 
MUST SPEND TIME TO GET TO 

KNOW THE ADVISOR.

“

IT’S NOT LIKE SELLING A THREE-BEDROOM BUNGALOW.“

Since no two businesses are alike, numerous variables come into play.  
Some of the factors to consider include: 

• What is the current economic outlook for a business within  
a particular industry?

• How difficult will it be to sell a particular business?  
• Are there several likely buyers?  
• Are the buyers local or will a broader geographic reach be required?  
• How has the business performed in the past several years?  
• How many M&A advisor work-hours will be required to increase  

the probability of a successful outcome?  

An experienced M&A advisor will understand the opportunities and 
challenges, coach the seller accordingly and understand what fees are fair 
in each situation. The M&A advisor also provides an objective outlook in 
understanding the best “fit” between a buyer and a seller, increasing the 
probability of a successful outcome.

Fee Structure
The fee structure discussed 
relates specifically to a fully 
marketed transaction. The 
standard M&A advisor fee 
model includes:

• a retainer fee and work fee 
paid over a period of 4–12 
months, and

• a success fee paid at the 
closing of a successful 
transaction.

Fee Structure



The initial fee can also be called a retainer, engagement 
fee or upfront fee. This fee covers the M&A advisor’s 
direct costs during the initial stages and ensures the 
seller’s commitment to the transaction. The initial 
work is usually considerable and involves site visits, 
information gathering, financial modelling, preparation 
of a confidential information memorandum (CIM), data 
room compilation for buyer due diligence and completion 
and coordination of confidentiality agreements.

A work fee covers the time the M&A advisor commits to 
a successful outcome. Most often the work fee is charged 
monthly, with a defined term over which the fees are paid. 

It is unusual for an M&A advisor to undertake a sale 
mandate without a retainer fee and work fee.  
A business owner ready to take a serious approach to 
selling understands the value of the initial time and 
expertise contributed by the M&A advisor.  

Success fees discussed here are for fully marketed deals. 
The percentage proposed by the M&A advisor will be 
based on the anticipated effort required to bring  
a transaction to a successful close.  

A summary of success fee ranges for the sale of businesses 
with a $10 million to $500 million enterprise value is listed 
below. These figures are based on Peter’s findings and 
those of other industry publications.

The retainer and work fee combined is typically scaled 
directly to the size of transaction as illustrated in the 
following table:   

Transaction 
Size

Retainer Fee +  
Work Fee (combined)

 $5M - $20M $50,000

 $20M - $30M $50,000 - $75,000

 >$30M $75,000+

Transaction 
Size Success Fee

 <$10M 4% - 8%

 $10M - $25M 4% - 5%

 $25M - $50M 2.5% - 4%

 $50M - $100M 2% - 3%

 $100M - $500M 1.5% - 2.5%

For transactions of less than $10 million in enterprise 
value, a success fee can be in the 8%+ range. Smaller 
transactions can be more difficult than larger business 
sales for many reasons and these usually require 
significantly more time and effort from the M&A 
advisor. For transactions of over $500 million the 
success fee percentage ranges from 0.50% to 1.5%.

Retainer Fee/Work Fee

Success Fees

COMPARING FEES IS NOT  
THE MOST CRITICAL PROCESS 

IN MAKING A DECISION.
“



Growth
Recapitalizations

Mergers and 
acquisitions

Transition
Succession 
planning

Employee share 
ownership plans

Transactions
Business sale 
mandates

Management  
buy outs

Retainer fees, work fees and success fees vary by industry, 
region and market conditions.  Selecting the right M&A 
advisory team to sell your business is one of the most 
important decisions you will make.  Take your time and 
get to know them well.  The entire process can take 6 – 12 
months, perhaps longer; you’ll be spending a lot of time 
together.  You’ll want one you can trust.

Keep in mind, most business owners will transact once 
in their lifetime.  You won’t want to leave anything to 
chance; do it right and work with the best. 

Collectively, retainer / work / success fee totals can range 
from 2.6 % for a $50M deal to 4%+ for a $5M transaction.  
A challenging transaction requires more time; overall fees 
climb…for the same sized deal.  Examples of all-in fees for 
various transaction sizes are provided below.

About Entrepreneur’s Edge

For more information on this or past reports, or to 
subscribe to our mailing list, visit ATB.com/EDGE

ATB M&A Advisory Services
ATB M&A (Mergers & Acquisitions) Advisory 
Services provides tailored advice and solutions to help 
you with any stage of business life. Whether you’re 
looking to grow, transition or transact, the Advisory 
Services team can help you on the journey with smart, 
simple and helpful advice.

SELECTING THE RIGHT M&A ADVISOR  
TO SELL YOUR BUSINESS IS ONE  

OF THE MOST IMPORTANT DECISIONS  
YOU WILL MAKE.

“
In conclusion

ATB’s M&A Advisory Services group is focused on 
Alberta-based businesses with enterprise values 
ranging from $5M to $100M.  We know our market and 
understand what price range an owner can expect for  
his business.

Our group of experts take a team-approach to each 
mandate.  We have an extensive and growing network 
of capital providers and strategic buyers.  The M&A 
Advisory Services group has committed to ongoing 
training and education of its people and has subscribed  
to global database and industry information services.   
We believe ATB’s M&A Advisory Services team ranks  
as  a “Gold” quality service provider. 

Average all-in advisory fees by deal value

$225K $665K $1.3M

$5M deal $20M deal $50M deal

To find out how ATB Financial can help 
your business, please contact: 

Alf Sailer, Managing Director, 
ATB M&A Advisory Services at  
asailer@atb.com

http://atb.com/business/resources/Pages/Entrepreneurs-Edge.aspx?utm_source=vanity&utm_medium=redirect



